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Abstract
We propose a new measure to quantify the impact of a node i in controlling a directed
network. This measure, called “control contribution” Ci, combines the probability for node i
to appear in a set of driver nodes and the probability for other nodes to be controlled by i.
To calculate Ci, we propose an optimization method based on random samples of minimum
sets of drivers. Using real-world and synthetic networks, we find very broad distributions of
Ci. Ranking nodes according to their Ci values allows us to identify the top driver nodes
that control most of the network. We show that this ranking is superior to rankings based
on control capacity or control range. We find that control contribution indeed contains new
information that cannot be traced back to degree, control capacity or control range of a node.
1 Introduction
System design implies the ability to steer the dynamics of a system such that a desired system
state is reached. One way of achieving this goal is rooted in control theory, which utilizes com-
ponents of the system as drivers for the dynamics [11]. This relates to the fundamental question
if and how a system can be controlled [8]. It requires to have a proper system representation.
Here we use a complex network approach, in which system elements are represented by nodes
and their interactions by links. Liu et al. [9] introduced an analytical framework called “network
controllability” that combines network theory and classical control theory. This framework has
important applications for the study of empirical systems [12, 20, 14, 7, 19, 18, 15], if interactions
between system elements are captured by means of a large-scale complex network topology.
Network controllability assumes that there is a dynamics on the network, specifically that the
state of nodes can be described by a linear dynamics. Then, the minimum set of driver nodes
required to control the whole system can be efficiently identified using this framework. Given
that not every node necessarily is a driver node, it is important to quantify to what extent a node
contributes to controlling the whole network. To solve this problem is the aim of our paper. We
want to rank driver nodes according to their contribution to controlling the network, in particular
we want to identify the top drivers with the largest contribution.
In the literature, various measures have been introduced to quantify the topological importance of
nodes. Examples include degree centrality, PageRank, coreness [5, 2] and betweenness centrality
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[1]. These measures, however, do not help us in solving our problem because they do not consider
a dynamics on the network. There are, indeed, other measures that take this dynamics into
account, for instance control range, R, [17] and control capacity, K [3]. R quantifies the size
of the subnetwork, i.e. the number of nodes, controlled by one driver node, and K quantifies
the likelihood that a node is a driver node. In Sect. 2.1, we will give examples for that. These
measures, however, separate individual aspects of drivers, therefore it is not clear which measure
should be effectively used to identify top driver nodes.
In this work, we propose a new measure to identify top drivers, called “control contribution”, C,
which is a node property. Intuitively, the control contribution Ci of node i captures the probability
for any node in a network to be controlled by node i joint with the probability that i becomes
a driver. To calculate Ci, we propose an optimization method based on random samples of
minimum sets of drivers that will be explained in Sect. 2. Calculating the distribution P (C) for
different real-world and synthetic networks, we find that the distribution is always very broad
and does not follow a specific pattern. Looking into relations to topological quantities such as
degree distribution, we find that the degree distribution does not determine the distribution
of control contributions. Further, no uniform pattern in the correlation exists between control
capacity K and control range R that determine control contribution. Therefore, we argue that
control contribution C indeed contains new information.
We demonstrate that driver nodes chosen according to their Ci values lead to a larger part of a
network that can be controlled. In this respect, nodes with a higher Ci outperform nodes chosen
according to their Ki orRi values. Therefore, our new quantity control contribution, Ci, efficiently
identifies the top driver nodes in a network.
2 Control contribution
2.1 Identifying sets of driver nodes
To introduce the concept of control contribution, we consider a directed network of N nodes. In
this network, each node i is captured by a state variable xi(t), and the states of all nodes can
be described by the state vector X(t) = {x1(t), x2(t), ..., xN (t)} with X ∈ RN . Some of these
nodes are controlled directly by the control signals uk(t). We call these nodes drivers and Nc
the number of driver nodes. We denote U(t) ∈ RNc as the vector of control signals. The matrix
B ∈ RN×Nc maps these signals to driver nodes, bij 6= 0 when control signal j is attached to node
i.
We further assume that X(t) follows the linear dynamics:
X˙(t) = AX(t) +BU(t), (1)
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with time-invariant matrices A. B and U. A ∈ RN×N is the interaction matrix with elements
aij (i, j = 1, ..., N) describing the strength in which node j can influence node i. According to
the the Kalman rank condition [4], the linear system defined by Eq. (1) is controllable, if and
only if the controllability matrix C = [B,AB,A2B, ...,AN−1B] ∈ RN×(N ·Nc) has full rank, i.e.,
rank(C)=N .
In many cases, we do not have the precise value of the non-zero elements in A and B, therefore,
it is not feasible to calculate rank(C) to check for controllability. For these cases, we have the
weaker requirement of structural controllability [6]. The key idea is to treat both the adjacency
matrix A and the mapping matrix B as structural matrices whose non-zero elements are free
parameters. Then the system is controllable iff the free parameters can be chosen such that
rank(C)=N .
In general, rank(C) denotes the controllable subsystem size, Nb, i.e. the number of nodes in
the network that can be controlled. Nb not always equals N , but is smaller, which means the
system is partially controllable. We then define the fraction nb = Nb/N as the relative size of
the controllable system.
Based on structural controllability, Liu et al. [9] combined tools from network theory and statisti-
cal physics to identify minimum sets of driver nodes that allow to control the whole network of N
nodes. Their approach identifies drivers based on maximum matching, which denotes the largest
set of directed links without common nodes. That means, this set contains only node-disjoint
directed paths, and directed cycles. In a maximum matching, a node is unmatched if no link in
the maximum matching points at it. These unmatched nodes form one minimum set of driver
nodes. In the example of Figure 1, which we explain further below, (b) and (d) correspond to
two configurations of maximum matching. Additionally, if we attach a control signal to the top
node in a path, we have a stem (see Figure 1 b, d). If we add the minimum set of links that
connects each cycle to only one of the stems, we have a cactus structure spanning the network
(see Figure 1 c, e). This cactus structure maintains the controllability of the whole network, with
the unmatched nodes as one minimum set of drivers [6].
For an arbitrary network of size N , there are multiple sets of driver nodes. If Nc denotes the
number of driver nodes, then MDS denotes the minimum set of driver nodes that is required to
control the full network. Nd is the size of the set MDS, it can be larger or smaller than Nc. Again,
there can be multiple minimum sets of driver nodes. We then define the fraction nd = Nd/N as
the relative size of the minimum set of drivers. Each of these sets can guarantee controllability
of the whole network but does not always contain the same nodes. Some nodes appear in every
driver node set, while others are redundant and seldom become a driver. We define the probability
of node i to be part of a minimum set of driver nodes as P (Di). This probability is called control
capacity K in the literature [3].
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Figure 1: (Color online) Controlling a network with minimum driver node sets. (a) a toy net-
work with 13 nodes. (b) One maximum matching with unmatched nodes 1,3. (c) The cactus
structure corresponding to (b) with driver nodes 1,3. (d) One maximum matching with un-
matched nodes 1,6. (e) The cactus structure corresponding to (d) with driver nodes 1,6. In
each cactus structure, orange nodes and grey nodes are driver nodes and non-driver nodes.
The subnetwork each driver node controls is in shaded area.
Further, for one minimum set of driver nodes, each driver i controls a non-overlapping subnetwork
of size Ni, which can be identified based on the corresponding cactus structure. Dependent on
which cactus structure is obtained, Ni can vary and it’s distribution is f(Ni). This allows us to
define the average 〈Ni〉 over all minimum sets of drivers in which node i is a driver.
We eventually define the probability that a given node is part of the subnetwork of size Ni as
P (Ni). To illustrate this, we look at the toy network presented in Figure 1(a). For this network,
there are two minimum sets of driver nodes of size Nd = 2, i.e. there are only two drivers
shown in Figure 1(b-c). The subnetwork each driver node controls is highlighted with the shaded
area. Obviously, in each cactus configuration, every node appears only in one of the subnetworks
controlled by a driver node. In this toy example, we observe that node 1 appears in both sets
of driver nodes, and the size of the subnetwork it controls is larger than that of the other two
driver nodes.
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In the following, we combine the two information about P (Di) and P (Ni) to define our measure
control contribution, Ci. Let MDSi denote the set of all driver node sets which include node i.
The probability that node i becomes a driver node in MDS is P (Di) = |MDSi|/|MDS|. The
conditional probability that one node appears in the subnetwork controlled by i given that i is a
driver is expressed by P (Ni|Di) = 〈Ni〉 /N . Based on Bayes’ rule, we finally calculate the joint
probability:
P (Di ∩Ni) = P (Ni|Di) ∗ P (Di) (2)
To calculate P (Di∩Ni), it is required to know all possible cactus structures of the network, which
is computationally prohibitive for large networks because it can increase with N ! Therefore,
instead of calculating the precise value of P (Ni|Di), we restrict ourselves to to identifying its
upper bound,
P (Ni|Di) ≤ arg max
m∈MDSi
(
Ni(m)
N
)
= P (Ei) (3)
This upper bound is the control range, R, normalized by the system size. It gives the maximum
size of the subnetwork controlled by node i. Based on this, we now define the most central
measure of our study as
Ci = P (Ei) ∗ P (Di) = RiKi (4)
We denote this as the control contribution Ci of node i.
2.2 Calculating control contributions of driver nodes
To calculate control contribution C, let us first look at the the toy network presented in Figure
1(a). There are only two unique cactus structures with three driver nodes in total: node 1, 3 and
6. We remind that control range R is the number of nodes controlled by a given node, normalized
to the system size and control capacity K is the probability for a node to become a driver node.
With reference to the two cactus structures, we haveR1 = 1,R3 = 0.5,R6 = 0.5, and K1 = 8/13,
K2 = 5/13, K3 = 6/13. The control contribution for these three driver nodes are: C1 = 8/13,
C2 = 5/26, C3 = 3/13. C1 is the highest among all three driver nodes.
For an arbitrary network, we can calculate the control contribution using a random sampling
approach. This takes into account the fact that, in different samples of cactus structures, the
controllable subnetwork of a driver node can be the same. After accumulating a sufficient number
of samples, new cactus structures can hardly produce new controllable subnetworks of larger
size for any potential driver node. This property allows us to efficiently approximate control
contribution C using random samples of cactus structures.
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Starting from an initial configuration for the minimum driver set, we generate random samples
of cactus structures based on random samples of minimum sets of drivers, as indicated in [3].
By definition, for a minimum set of drivers, each driver node i is the top node in a stem. The
corresponding cactus structure controlled by node i can be constructed by adding cycles that are
attached to the stem via a directed link.
For example, Figure 1(b) shows one maximum matching for the toy network in (a). This max-
imum matching contains two stems and two cycles. For the driver node 3, the corresponding
stem is stem 1. It contains the nodes 3, 4, 5, in which node 3 is the top node colored in orange.
To construct the cactus structure, we now need to connect the cycles to the stems. In the toy
network (a) we see that cycle 1 is pointed to by node 4. Therefore, we add cycle 1 to the subnet-
work controlled by node 3. On the other hand, because there is no link from node 4 and node 5
to cycle 2, we cannot add this cycle to the subnetwork controlled by node 3. This results in the
cactus structure shown in Figure 1(c).
Note that in an arbitrary network, there can be more than minimum set of drivers that lead
to different cactus structures. For example, a second configuration of the cactus structure can
be seen in Figure 1(d,e). Because we limit ourselves to the upper bound of Ni, we focus on
the cactus structure that identifies the largest controllable subnetwork for each driver node. In
our example, for driver node 1 we only consider the subnetwork shown in (c). Repeating this
construction process for different minimum sets of drivers, we have random samples of cactus
structures.
Now, we approximate the control contribution C based on these samples. Concretely, we denote
Q as the sum of the control contributions of all nodes, Q(t) =
∑
i Ci(t). t refers to the number
of iterations because the cactus structures are identified in an optimization process. For each
iteration, we identify one cactus structure. Then, the quality function which measures the relative
increase in Q at each step t can be defined as ∆(t) = (Q(t) − Q(t − 1))/Q(t − 1). ∆(t) = 0
indicates that the cactus structure generated at iteration t does not contain larger controllable
subnetworks for each driver and therefore will not change with further iterations. As shown in
the Algorithm 1 below, if the condition Q(t)=0 continues to hold for enough iteration steps
δ, this implies we have already generated sufficient samples of cactus structures to approximate
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the control contribution. The algorithm works as follows:
Initialization;
Q(0) = 0
t = 1
marker = 0
while marker < δ do
produce a random cactus structure
calculate Q(t) and ∆(t)
if ∆(t) == 0 then
marker = marker + 1
else
marker = 0
end
t = t+ 1
end
Algorithm 1: Random sampling procedure to calculate control contribution.
3 Results
3.1 Distribution of control contribution
Table 1: Statistics of networks analyzed in this paper: network size N , number of links E,
average degree k, degree correlation r, and clustering coefficient c.
Name N L k r c
Erdős-Rényi 1000 1500 3.0 0.021 0.004
Scale-Free 1000 4000 8.0 −0.030 0.017
SmaGri citation 1024 4918 9.6 −0.18 0.094
Ownership 1318 12184 18.4 0.13 0.032
Data sets. To explore the properties of our measure Ci, we consider both synthetic networks
and empirical networks as summarized in Table 1. The synthetic networks represent two im-
portant classes of network topologies, namely random networks with (a) a (narrow) Poissonian
degree distribution and (b) a (broad) power law degree distribution. The empirical networks
include the SmaGri citation network, obtained from the Pajek dataset. It shows how papers
cite each other according to the WebofScience. The second empirical network is an ownership
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network constructed from the ORBIS 2007 dataset [16, 22]. It contains information about millions
of firms and their ownership relations. Therefore, in our analysis we restrict ourselves only to
the strongly connected component, which contains 1318 firms. The ownership network is a dense
network, while the citation network is sparse. In accordance with the requirement of structural
controllability, both the empirical and the synthetic networks are directed.
Distribution of C. Figure 2 shows the distributions of our measure C for the four networks
studied. We find that, for all networks, the maximum value of C is less than 0.1. This indicates
that driver nodes can at most control a small part of the network.
Looking at the form of the distributions, we find that for the Erdős-Rényi network, the scale-free
network and the citation network, the distribution of C is skewed to the left with its peak near
zero. This differs from the distribution for the ownership network, where C has a peak at the
center. This can be partly attributed to the fact that the ownership network is very dense, as it
only considers the strongly connected component.
To reflect the impact of the particular topology, we compare the two empirical networks with
randomly generated networks that have the same degree distribution. As we observe in the
bottom panel of Figure 2, even though the degree distributions are the same, the distributions
of C change significantly, both with respect to the maximum value of C and the position of the
peak. These differences indicate that the degree distribution alone is not sufficient to determine
the distribution of control contribution. It is important to note that this observation is different
from previous results [3, 10] in which the distributions of controllability-based measures, such as
control range and control capacity, are mainly determined by the degree distribution.
3.2 Identifying top driver nodes
We further compare control contribution C to other measures that are used to identify top drivers.
Let us recap here that top driver nodes are nodes that together can control a larger part of the
network. Precisely, given a small set of Nc drivers, the size Nb of the controlled subnetwork
becomes as large as possible because these are the top driver nodes.
In our comparison, we consider six measures in total: three control-based measures, control
contribution C, control range R, control capacity K, two degree-based measures, in-degree and
out-degree, and one measure based on a completely random sampling of driver nodes, as a
reference case. Each of these measures, except for the random case, provides us with a ranking
of the nodes. From this ranking, we deterministically choose the top Nc nodes. Here we have to
consider that there are differences between degree-based measures and control-based measures.
Driver nodes are more likely to be low-degree nodes [3, 9]. Therefore, if we rank nodes for degree-
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Figure 2: (Color online) Distribution of control contribution C for driver nodes in real and
synthetic networks. In (c-d), we also show the distribution for the randomized version of the
network preserving the degree sequence.
based measures, we have to rank them in increasing order of in(out)-degree, instead of decreasing
order, which is done for all control-based measures.
With this set of top driver nodes for the six different measures, we calculate the size of the
subnetwork Nb that can be controlled. Based on this approach, the best measure to identify
top driver nodes is the one that leads to the largest controllable system size Nb among all the
measures.
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Before we come to the results, we emphasize that calculating control rangeR and control capacity
K is computationally expensive because it is necessary to generate random samples of cactus
structures. Degree-based measures instead can be easily calculated.
To facilitate the comparison, we focus on the relative size of the controllable subnetwork, i.e.,
we calculate nb = Nb/N for each ranking scheme given a fraction of driver nodes nc = Nc/N .
For a given set of drivers, the relative size of the controllable subnetwork nb can be efficiently
determined via linear programming, as shown in [13, 21].
nb = 1 implies that we can control the whole network, and nc = 1 indicates that we choose all
nodes as drivers directly. Since there is always one minimum set of driver nodes of size Nd that
we can use to control the whole network, we set nd = Nd/N as the upper bound for nc.
Figure 3 compares nb for the six ranking schemes as a function of nc. Here we highlight two
observations: (i) Among the six measures that we use to rank driver nodes, control contribution
C leads to the largest nb, followed by control capacity K. In comparison, out-degree leads to the
smallest nb. We further discuss this in the next section. (ii) Whichever measures we use to rank
driver nodes, nb never reaches 1. This is expected because of the condition nc < nd.
In conclusion, control contribution C outperforms the other tested measures when identifying top
driver nodes, because nodes chosen according to their Ci values always control a larger part of
the network. We are aware that the above results are obtained for the particular set of networks
used in our study. However, we have also checked the robustness of our findings with an ensemble
approach presented in the supporting information.
3.3 Control contribution and other structural properties
So far, we have observed that driver nodes chosen according to their Ci values lead to the largest
nb. Now we explore why this is the case. We remind that C is composed of control range R
and control capacity K, according to Eq. (4). Therefore we limit our exploration to these two
measures.
We start from two toy examples, shown in Figure 4. Example (a) contains 3 nodes in which node
1 is isolated. Based on structural controllability theory, we know that this node is always a driver
node, because it has to be included into the set of driver nodes if one wants to control the whole
network. Such an isolated node always has the highest value of control capacity K. However, with
respect to our performance measure, Nb, we do not gain a lot from this isolated node, because it
only controls itself, which increases Nb by one. In comparison, node 2 can control both itself and
node 3 and it is always a driver node, therefore it should be the top driver node in this network.
This makes clear why control capacity K alone is a bad measure for top driver nodes.
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Figure 3: (Color online) nb as a function of nc for different ranking schemes.
In example (b), there are two minimum sets of drivers. One set contains node 1, 4 and 3, the
other set contains node 1, 4 and 5. Node 5 controls both itself and node 6. Therefore, it has a
control range R of 2. However, because it appears in only one of two minimum sets of drivers,
it has a low control capacity value K of 0.5, and the subnetwork controlled by it can be fully
controlled by node 4 as well. This is different from node 1 which has the same control range but
a higher control capacity of 1. Therefore, node 1 should be the top driver in the network. This
example indicates that R alone is also a bad measure for top driver nodes.
The above two examples demonstrate that, in order to identify top driver nodes, we should
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Figure 4: Toy examples to illustrate why control capacity and control range should be consid-
ered together in choosing driver nodes.
consider both control capacity K and control range R. However, one could still argue that for
an arbitrary network, because both K and R are calculated based on random samples of cactus
structure, a strong positive correlation could be observed. If this was the case, there would be
no need for a new measure. To investigate this conjecture, we explore the correlation of control
capacity K and control range R with the scatter plot of driver nodes shown in Figure 5.
We observe that, for all four networks, the values ofR(K) are very broadly scattered. Importantly,
there are no uniform patterns or strong correlation between control range R and control capacity
R. This means that we can hardly predict one measure based on the other measure, and both
measures capture individual aspects of drivers. This also justifies the motivation for our proposed
measure, which combines the two different aspects and provides new information that cannot be
covered by either of them, alone.
4 Discussion
Network controllability helps us to identify the minimum set of driver nodes, MDS, needed to
control the whole network. Under practical circumstances, however, we may not have access to
all of these driver nodes or do not want to control the whole network. Then, the question arises
how to choose a smaller set of driver nodes such that, given this number, the largest possible
subset of the network can be controlled. If we have to restrict to this smaller set, we should have
a ranking of driver nodes that allows us to pick those that have the largest impact on controlling
the network.
Existing measures for such a ranking, e.g. control capacity, K, and control range, R, are not best
suited because they only focus on one aspect of driver nodes, either their probability to become
a driver or the size of the subnetwork they control. As one contribution of this paper, we provide
a new measure, control contribution C, that combines these two aspects. We demonstrate that
driver nodes chosen according to their C values always perform better in controlling the network.
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Figure 5: (Color online) Scatter plot to illustrate the absence of strong positive correlation
between control capacity and control range. Here we color each point according to the control
contribution of the corresponding driver node.
As a second contribution, we verify that C indeed contains information that cannot be traced back
to the degree, control capacity or control range of a node. This was shown both by studying the
correlations between these measures and by means of arguments related to the network topology
(see Sect. 3.3).
In conclusion, using control contribution C allows us to identify the driver nodes with the most
impact in controlling the network, without the pain of a ’brute force’ approach to cope with
combinatorial explosion.
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A Appendix: Significance in the difference of controllable sub-
space Nb
As Figure 3 indicates, some of the curves are very close. Therefore, we test whether the difference
in nb are significant. For this, we use an ensemble approach based on 100 synthetic networks
with the same network configuration parameters. Concretely, we calculate the areas SC , SK
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, SR under the respective curves of nb. To facilitate the comparison, we define two measures,
RS0 = SC/SK − 1, and RS1 = SC/SR − 1 to capture the difference in the area sizes. Obviously,
if the measure C for choosing driver nodes outperforms K and R, then RS0 and RS1 should be
larger than 0.
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Figure 6: Distributions of RS0 and RS1 for (a-b) Erdős-Rényi networks, (c-d) Scale-Free net-
works. Note the changes of the x scale.
Figure 6 displays the distribution of RS0 and RS1 obtained from the 100 synthetic networks,
both for Erdős-Rényi and scale-free networks. RS1 is always positive, i.e. choosing driver nodes
according to control contribution always leads to a larger controllable subnetwork, in comparison
to control range. For RS0, the major part of the distribution is above zero, with an associated
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P value of 0.0001 at the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, on average, choosing driver nodes
with respect to control contribution leads to a larger controllable subnetwork, in comparison to
control capacity. This means that based on our simulations, C is the best measure to rank driver
nodes compared with existing control-based measures.
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